“Simply Education has worked with Genie Education for over four years. In this time Genie Education
has proved to be an excellent partner with Simply Education providing a fast and efficient service to
our candidates. Since being with them they have listened to all feedback that we and our candidates
have said and have adapted their procedures to fit within our business model. I have recommended
Genie Education to my peers and would continue to do so.”
Adam Shulman - Managing Director Simply Education

“Orange Genie have been a brilliant Umbrella company to deal with, any queries have been dealt
with efficiently and quickly, I would not hesitate to recommend any of our candidates to use them.
We often get negative feedback about other Umbrella companies but haven’t had any for Orange
Genie and I can’t recall the last time I dealt with any administrators from Orange Genie proving how
efficient things are between us. As I always say no news is good news when it comes to teachers who
we send a large quantity of to Orange Genie on a weekly basis.”
Wayne Madgwick – Payroll Manager for Tradewind and Sanza

“We have always found Orange Genie to be helpful, efficient, and professional. Communication is always
direct and honest, and problems are resolved promptly. Compliance is spot on and the level of service is
consistently good. All the people we deal with are knowledgeable and have a positive attitude.”
Olivier Girard – Managed Services Contracts Manager for Hays PLC

“We have been working with Orange Genie for several years – we have found them to be very helpful
from the initial call to our candidates; their advice and administration is spot-on and OG Team is very
professional. We’ve worked with a number of umbrella organisations and have since selected OG to be
number one on our Preferred Supplier List.
We have experienced a personalised, high level of service from OG and are supported by very
experienced and professional staff. This helped immensely as we have passed this knowledge to our
candidates. A pleasure to work with in all regards.”
Anna Milczarek - Office Manager for ANZUK

“First for Education has used the Orange Genie group for 6.5 years as our sole supplier of outsourced
payroll solutions, in this time we have received absolutely stellar customer service from the whole team
at Genie Education. In the very unusual scenario that there is an issue, they respond to and deal with
it in minutes, not hours. The routine processing of our payroll always goes without a hitch and if any of
our candidates is in any way confused we pass them over to the client services team and they deal with
it with utter confidence and clarity. They even go over and above their remit by making presentations
to our own clients on complex topics such as AWR. I can’t recommend them highly enough.”
Greg Dickens – Managing Director for First for Education
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“I don’t usually take the time to do this, but I wanted to write and say that Orange Genie’s service was fantastic, and some of the
best communication and helpfulness I have encountered. Every time I had a query the response was quick, and although I dealt
with a lot of different people they all knew my case, and what information they needed to give me.”
Natalie K, Genie Umbrella employee

“As my contract has ended, I just wanted to say to everyone at Orange Genie a big thank you for all your help and making
everything so simple and quick. Orange Genie have always provided a great service to me over the years and the staff are fantastic. I
have no hesitation in recommending Orange Genie to anyone who requires a first class service. Thank you all very much!”
Mike S, Genie Umbrella employee

“The friendliness and approachability of the staff, and the simple layout of claiming expenses are some of the many benefits of
Orange Genie. The system is incredibly user friendly. I feel as though I could email or call at any point.”
Nicola B, Genie Umbrella employee

“I have to say the service from everyone I deal with at Orange Genie has been excellent. Everything is actioned immediately. And
that is not a given with service providers! Payment time after timesheets are submitted is also the fastest I’ve experienced in
seven years contracting. Speed to cash is important to me right now, as I’m buying a new house.”
Mark H, Genie Umbrella employee

“I just want to say thank you for the no hassle, freely and stress free way you have managed my payments. You have paid me
quickly, provided easy to understand pay slips where I feel confident that you have paid me correctly, managed any queries I have
had quickly and efficiently. I would definitely recommend you to any who needs to use a fantastic umbrella company. Thank you - I
really appreciated all you have done.”
Rene A K, Genie Umbrella employee

“The service and help I have received from Orange Genie has been first class during my employment with you and I just want to
say thank you to all staff I have been in contact with.”
Shahin Z, Genie Umbrella employee
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